Abstract. This paper describes a project aimed at creating a lexical ontology extracted (semi) automatically from a large Portuguese general dictionary. Although using machine readable dictionaries to extract semantic information is not new, we believe this is the first attempt for the Portuguese language. The paper describes a (to be) freely available resource, dubbed PAPEL, explaining the process used and the tools developed, and illustrating it with one specific relation: Causation.
Introduction
PAPEL (Palavras Associadas Porto Editora Linguateca) is a lexical resource for natural language processing (NLP) of Portuguese, based on the (semi) automatic extraction of relations between the words appearing in the definitions of a general language dictionary of Portuguese -the Dicionário da Língua Portuguesa (DLP) [1] developed and owned by the largest Portuguese dictionary publisher, Porto Editora. Similar lexical resources for English are Princeton WordNet [2] widely used by NLP researchers, and MindNet [3] . When it comes to Portuguese, despite projects with similar aims (WordNet.PT [4] and WordNet.BR [5] ), there is no publicly available lexical ontology for our language (i.e., that one can download and use in its entirety).
Also, and differently from the two aforementioned projects, which are done from scratch resorting to extensive manual linguistic labour, we follow the approach of creating PAPEL from a machine readable dictionary (MRD).
This paper starts with a description of the most important works that, since the 1970's, have used MRDs as a source of information to solve the lexical bottleneck in NLP, pointing out the similarities of PAPEL compared to these earlier attempts. It then describes, in Section 3, the methodology employed in the creation of PAPEL, and the tools developed in the project. Section 4 explores in some detail the example of Causation, while Section 5 ends with a description of some further work.
Related Work
This section presents an overview on the most important works that used MRDs as a source of information for NLP, especially for the extraction of relations between words or concepts and the creation of organized structures containing those relations. Similar resources are then described.
Relation Extraction from MRDs
The process of using MRDs in natural language processing (NLP) started back in the 1970's, with the work of Nicoletta Calzolari [6] [7] . Definitions were explored in order to organize the dictionary into a lexical database where morphological and semantic information about the defined words could be obtained directly. Similar work took place for English when the electronic versions of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (LDOCE) and the Merriam-Webster Pocket Dictionary (MPD) were used as a source of information to build such a structure. The analysis of the structure of those MRDs showed that they made use of a very limited defining vocabulary [8] and that the text of the definitions often consisted of a genus an a differentia [9] . The genus identifies the superordinate concept of the defined word. The differentia presents the properties responsible for the distinction between this "instance" of the superordinate concept and other instances of the same concept. Amsler [10] suggested that the identification of the genus could lead to the construction of a taxonomy. Bearing in mind the definition structure, Chodorow [11] took advantage of its restricted vocabulary and developed semi-automatic recursive procedures to extract and organize semantic information into hierarchies. These heuristics didn't need to parse the whole definitions, due to their predictability. However, the human user played an important role when it came to disambiguation. Other approaches [12] [13] took advantage of the simple vocabulary of the definitions and used string patterns to extract semantic information from them.
Further approaches [14] [15] used patterns based on the structural level (i.e., syntactic phrases) of the analysed text, instead of string patterns. After some discussion about the advantages and the drawbacks of using structural patterns or string patterns to extract semantic information contained in the definitions, Montemagni and Vanderwende [16] concluded that although string patterns are very accurate for identifying the genus, they cannot capture the variations in the differentia as well as structural patterns, and they proposed the use of a broad-coverage grammar to parse the dictionary definitions in order to obtain rich semantic information. In spite of seeming an overkill to use a broad-coverage parser for definition text, the authors make the point that in some cases (relative clauses, parenthetical expressions, and coordination) its use is warranted. Although dictionaries have been explored for several purposes, such as parsing or word sense disambiguation, to our knowledge they have not been converted into an independent resource of its own before MindNet [3] , which therefore can be said to be a sort of independent lexical ontology in a way that previous work was not.
Related Resources
Princeton WordNet [2] is probably the most important reference when it comes to lexical ontologies in English. It is freely available and it is widely used in NLP research. In the WordNet's lexicon, the words are clearly divided into nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and functional words. The basic structure in WordNet is the synset, which is a set of synonym words that can be used to represent one concept. The synsets are organized as a network of semantic relations, such as Hyponymy and Meronymy (between nouns) and Troponymy and Entailment (between verbs).
WordNet.BR [5] is a Brazilian version of the "wordnet concept", started in 2002. Their database is structured around Synonymy and Antonymy manually extracted from a reference corpus where several dictionaries are included, and plans for adding more relations in the future have been reported in [5] . WordNet.PT [4] is another attempt of creating a Portuguese lexical resource from scratch, which started in 1999. The authors of WordNet.PT explicitly claim that the available resources for Portuguese NLP are not suitable for the automatic construction of such a resource. They use a set of 35 relations and are explicitly interested in cross-categorical relations such as those linking adjectives to nouns.
MindNet [17] is a knowledge representation resource that used a broad-coverage parser to build a semantic network, not only from MRDs but also from encyclopedias, and free text. MindNet contains a long set of relations, including Hypernymy, Causation, Meronymy, Manner, Location and many more. One interesting functionality offered by MindNet is the identification of "relation paths" between words 1 . For example, if one looks for paths between car and wheel a long list of relations will be returned. The returned paths include not only simple relations like car is a modifier of wheel but also more complex ones like car is a hypernym of vehicle and wheel is a part of vehicle.
Another kind of lexical resource is FrameNet [18] , which constitutes a network of relations between semantic frames, extracted from corpora and from a systematic analysis of semantic patterns in corpora. Each frame corresponds to a concept and describes an object, a state or an event by means of syntactic and semantic relations of the lexical item that represents that concept. A frame can be conceived as the description of a situation with properties, participants and/or conceptual roles. A typical example of a semantic frame is transportation, within the domain motion, which provides the elements mover(s), means of transportation and paths and can be described in one sentence as: mover(s) move along path by means.
Building PAPEL
In this section, we describe the set of relations included in PAPEL, the parser used to analyse the definitions, some quantitative studies about the content of the definitions, the incremental nature of the work and the regression testing tools developed in this project.
Relations
The overview of the resources referred in Section 2.2, together with an exploration of the most common n-grams in the dictionary, led us to choose the first set of relations that we want to have in PAPEL. Note that the decision of working on a relation means also the detection of its inverse.
Let us start by explaining that the most basic semantic relationship between words is, of course, identity of meaning (Synonymy, and in fact synsets in wordnets are simply a set of words having the same meaning), but we started by assuming that other semantic relations would be more interesting for general NLP applications and that their discovery would facilitate the identification of the set of final concepts. This is related to the often made remark that word sense disambiguation is an ill-defined task and is very dependent on the purpose [19] . Different lexicographers, or system developers, divide senses differently [20] . So we consider the task of ambiguating a dictionary [21] a task more germane to our interests than word sense disambiguation. Table 1 shows some of the relations we are planning to include in PAPEL, their representation and some examples. These relations include the is-a relation (HIPONIMO DE), the causation relation (CAUSADOR DE) and the partof relation (PARTE DE). We are also planning to deal with other kinds of relations that should be easy to extract and that we thought would considerably increase the usefulness of the resource are words related to places (lisboeta related to Lisboa) and words describing affect (positive or negative connotation).
Parsing the Definitions
In order to parse the dictionary definitions, we used PEN, a chart parser freely available under a BSD license 2 which is a Java implementation of the well known Earley Algorithm [22] . PEN parses the text according to a grammar file it gets as input and it can yield several analysis for the same text. So far, we have used specific different grammars to identify different relations between the defined entities corresponding to words in the dictionary.
The relation extraction method starts with an empirical analysis of the patterns present in the definitions and which might suggest relations between the entry and other entities. Having a relation in mind, a selection of patterns (e.g. tipo de X) that can imply the relation is made.
An SQL table containing information about the n-grams in the definitions of the dictionary was created, providing us with the frequency of each n-gram in the whole dictionary, its position inside the definition, and the grammatical category of the defined word. Guided by the frequency of the candidate patterns in the definitions, we look at a selection of entries where the patterns are actually used to make sure their selection makes sense and to possibly find more refined criteria as well.
After finding a set of patterns indicating a relation, we can start the construction of a specific grammar for the extraction of that relation in the dictionary.
To deal sensibly with multiple analyses of a same definition according to the same relation, we implemented the following heuristic in every grammar: the selected derivation is the one with less unknown tokens.
The Results
After having devising and debugging the grammars with the help of a set of hand-selected definitions (about 5000), we apply them to the whole dictionary, comprising 237,246 definitions.
We then analyse the results for the whole dictionary in order to classify the relations obtained into "correct" and "incorrect". This classification is made by a human user and can be very time consuming. That is why we have created a program to automate part of the process. We can feed the program with a set of correct and a set of incorrect relations from previous runs. The human user then only has to classify the relations which are not in any of the previous sets, making time spent to obtain the first division pay off in the following runs of new versions of the grammar(s) for the same relation.
In fact, the number of new kinds of problems drastically diminishes as more relations are classified, because since the dictionary definitions use simple and not very diverse vocabulary (though not as restricted as LDOCE), most of the problems detected are systematic (see Section 4.2 for examples of obtained errors). The number of "correct" and "incorrect" candidate relations extracted give us an idea of when to stop developing further the grammars.
Regression Testing
After analysing the relations considered correct and the incorrect ones, it is easier to find out the origin of the problems. This analysis helps us deciding what changes should be made in the grammar. The new version of the grammar is then tested, before processing the whole dictionary.
The results obtained with different versions of a grammar for the extraction of the same relation can be compared with a system we have developed especially for regression testing. This system identifies differences between two sets of results and can be used to obtain information about, and quantify:
-the relations in one set and not in the other; -the relations that remained the same in both sets; -the entries that have at least one relation in one set but any in the other; -the changes to the relations obtained for each entry;
Detailed Example: Causation
We proceed by describing in some detail the process and results obtained for CAUSADOR DE relation, namely defined by us as a relation between an agent (the causer) and a result (the caused). We have considered the inverse relation, RESULTADO DE, to be the same as effect/result, taking thus so far a naive approach to this philosophical debate (see e.g. [23] or [24] ).
As described above, we developed several grammars to parse the dictionary definitions that included these relations, and went on testing them incrementally. When it comes to this relation, we currently have a 96% success rate (precision) in a total of 5,657 CAUSADOR DE relations extracted and 91% in a total of 1,693 RESULTADO DE relations. These numbers were calculated after manual analysis of the results. We are starting to look into corpus-based methods to evaluate recall.
The Patterns
The grammars designed for the extraction of this relation are primarily based on the verbs causar, originar, provocar, produzir, motivar, gerar, suscitar and resultar and on the expressions devido a and efeito de.
The following patterns are used for the extraction of the CAUSADOR DE relation.
1c -causad{o|a|os|as} FREQ* PREP CAUSADOR originad{o|a|os|as} FREQ* PREP CAUSADOR provocad{o|a|os|as} FREQ* PREP CAUSADOR produzid{o|a|os|as} FREQ* PREP CAUSADOR gerad{o|a|os|as} FREQ* PREP CAUSADOR motivad{o|a|os|as} FREQ* PREP CAUSADOR suscitad{o|a|os|as} FREQ* PREP CAUSADOR 2c -devido {a|ao|à|aos|às} CAUSADOR 3c -efeito PREP CAUSADOR CAUSADOR is a sub-pattern that denotes a CAUSADOR DE relation between words it catches (which will be the cause) and the entry (which will be the result): CAUSADOR DE(cause, entry). The cause can be preceded by specific words like determiners, pronouns, quantifiers, other modifiers or constructions like acção de/do/dos/da/das.
PREP denotes a preposition and FREQ a (optional) quantifier, such as normal mente or frequentemente.
The following patterns are used for the extraction of the RESULTADO DE relation:
The sub-pattern RESULTADO is similar to CAUSADOR, but catches the results in the definition instead of catching the causes: RESULTADO DE(result, entry). In pattern 3c PREP EM denotes the preposition em contracted or not with a determiner.
Note that we also deal with enumeration of causes or effects/results separated by commas or conjunctions using a recursive rule that overcomes the "conjoined heads" problem, which is one of the limitations of using string patterns pointed by [16] . Items 1 and 3 are pointed out by [16] as limitations of using string patterns instead of structural patterns to extract relations from text.
Results

Conclusions and Further Work
This project intends to create a computationally tractable ontology from mining a particular (general language) dictionary, and not provide THE ontology for Portuguese. In further (separate) projects we might investigate overlap with other sources for ontology (other dictionaries, reference works, corpora etc.) but this is outside the scope of PAPEL. So, corpus-based validation of PAPEL is simply a way of detecting further patterns in the dictionary to add rules for the particular relations, and not any general corpus-based ontology creation.
We are doing improvements to PEN in order to be able to decouple morphological and lexical information from the grammar. In this respect, we intend to try out a broad-coverage parser such as PALAVRAS [25] .
We are also devising a system to help humans revising the residual examples that are not amenable to automatic parsing, so that they will be easily included in the final resource and possibly also feed the dictionary proper.
After the extraction of the relations, we will have a network of words linked by relations. We are considering the hypothesis of performing a process similar to the one described in [21] to identify groups of related definitions inside the same entry (word) and use them for the ultimate construction/detection of synonyms and synsets.
